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INTRODUCTION 

Each eoStar release we produce contains bug fixes, new features, and enhancements to 

existing features. The purpose of the application notes is to highlight the operational benefits of 

these improvements when they are applied within your business. We believe they make it 

easier to understand the value of each release, effectively communicate this value within your 

organization, and unlock the benefits each release is intended to provide. The notes below 

describe key needs that gave rise to each feature and how implementing the feature meets 

those needs, providing a relatable context to aid in understanding the value these additions 

can have. They are grouped by Functional Area to further frame the intended audience of each 

feature. Check out the eoDocs articles linked after each feature for full instructions on setting 

up and using it! 

Contact us 
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ADMINISTRATION 

Promotion Item Import 

All-In-One Item Import 

Promotions are an essential eoStar feature constantly used by distributors to ensure retailers 

are receiving a great price. However, it can be a time-consuming, manual process adding 

items to a promotion one at a time; and while the product attribute selector can save you some 

time, it usually still requires several different combinations to add all the items.  

But what if you could import the entire list of items and their discount value all at once? Now 

you can! Compatible with all promotion types in eoStar, all you need is a spreadsheet and a 

few pieces of information about each item: the RecKey and Discount Value. You can include a 

Rebate amount when applicable, but it’s not required. 

 

Save your spreadsheet as a CSV file and you’re literally three mouse clicks from adding all 

your items to the promotion: Click Import, select your CSV file, and click OK. It’s that simple. 

 

Check out the Promotions article on eoDocs for all the specifics.  

https://eodocs.info/knowledge-base/promotions/#promo-import
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FINANCE 

FIFO Calculation Improvements 

Untangled and Optimized 

As part of our commitment to providing best-in-class solutions, we've overhauled eoStar's 

FIFO costing logic with an eye on reliability and usability. Costing is an essential part of your 

business, but tracking down discrepancies can be time consuming and tedious. We aimed our 

updates to FIFO calculations at saving you time by improving ledger accuracy and reducing 

discrepancies from inconsistent behavior. 

To start with, we looked at how we could improve the FIFO calculations themselves and 

identified two pieces: accuracy and consistency. We untangled parts of the logic that had 

become convoluted and optimized the queries used to pull costing data. And while we were in 

there, we ironed out a number of inconsistencies with Negative Layers and transactions in 

Breakage Warehouses. You won't see these changes on any screen in eoStar, but you will see 

their effects in time saved with fewer discrepancies to track down during reconciliation and 

inventory valuation. 

After that we added the ability to enter Fallback Costs, which are used as a "placeholder cost" 

when there are no layers available. Then after receiving new inventory of that product, which 

creates a layer, a FIFO recompute will update the transaction’s cost to use the new layer 

instead of the fallback. The end result is that a reasonable cost is present at all times, even 

when a FIFO layer isn't available, making your ledgers more accurate. 

Check out eoDocs for more information about entering FIFO Fallback Costs!   

https://eodocs.info/knowledge-base/fifo-fallback-costs/
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OPERATIONS 

Savanna.NET Integration 

The Best of Both Worlds 

Warehouse picking is a critical step in the 

order life cycle. It is a physically demanding 

position where speed and accuracy are 

paramount. eoStar’s latest integration, 

Westfalia’s Savanna.NET® warehouse execution system, is an automated picking solution that 

aims to streamline your picking operations while seamlessly fitting into eoStar’s existing 

workflows. 

eoStar handles order processing and palletizing, then passes item and pallet information to 

Savanna. The Savanna system sends cases down a conveyor and builds them into pallets 

automatically, ensuring speed, accuracy, and reduced damage. Once the pallets are complete, 

Savanna passes them back to eoStar for top-off picks using eoStar’s picking system or staging 

for loading on the truck. This hybrid solution provides the best of both worlds where hand/layer 

picking integrate seamlessly with automation. Additionally, eoStar communicates inventory 

levels to Savanna in real-time, eliminating the need for dual maintenance. 

For more information, contact your eoStar Account Manager! 
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SALES SUPPORT 

eoTouch Merchandiser Enhancements 

Merchandising Made Manageable 

Merchandising is a key area of the distribution business that helps to maximize sales and build 

valuable customer relationships. Manual processes and a lack of reporting often make this 

area difficult to manage and improve. We enhanced our Merchandising platform specifically to 

address these issues by adding structure, visibility, and productivity tracking. 

First – Structure 

Dynamic scheduling helps you be more efficient by quickly creating custom schedules for all 

merchandisers and customers in a single interface. Schedules are created in 1-week 

increments, can be set up in advance, and can be initially populated by copying a prior week. 

Merchandisers get their schedule for the day when they sync in eoTouch Merchandiser, 

eliminating the need for a paper-based or emailed schedule. The app also allows them to 

record time spent, case counts, surveys, and communicate order needs with the sales rep. 

Second – Visibility 

Mileage tracking and reimbursement can be a time consuming and tedious process. In addition 

to having merchandiser’s enter their odometer reading when starting and ending their route, 

eoTouch Merchandiser now automatically records miles driven based on GPS tracking from 

the first stop to the last stop. Both sets of mileage are available in eoStar where managers can 

compare the numbers in an ION Report and quickly identify discrepancies. 

Lastly – Productivity Tracking 

Geofencing helps improve service levels and increase sales by ensuring merchandisers are 

visiting the correct accounts and accurately recording time spent. While an employee is 

working at an account, eoTouch Merchandiser will monitor their GPS location and make sure it 

stays within an acceptable range from the retailer’s location. You even have the option to 

prevent a merchandiser from starting work in the app until they are within the acceptable 

range. 

eoTouch sends the data back to eoStar where managers can review it in the Merchandising 

Activity report, giving them a tool to track productivity and see where improvements are 

needed. This data also provides your sales team the firm backing they need to confidently talk 

about merchandising with customers and leverage their service levels to increase sales. 

To learn more about merchandiser scheduling, mileage tracking, and geofencing, check out 

the eoTouch Merchandiser article on eoDocs! 

https://eodocs.info/knowledge-base/eotouch-merchandiser/

